
 

 

 

 

 

Press release | Geneva, 10 February 2017    

 

SENIOR EXECUTIVE JOINS SARTUS CAPITAL 

 

 

Andrea Atrib, a seasoned specialist in Latam markets joins Sartus Capital from J. P. 

Morgan. With this hire, Sartus Capital bolsters its expansion in Switzerland. Andrea 

joins Sartus as a Managing Director.  

 

Felipe de Almeida e Silva, CEO of Sartus Capital commented: «We are delighted 

to welcome Andrea and her team to Sartus Capital. Her senior expertise and our 

dynamism, flexibility and solidity enable us to offer our clients outstanding quality of 

service, thanks to our extensive international network.» 

 

This recruitment aims to further deepen a strong Brazilian client base. It precedes 

upcoming hires which will enable Sartus Capital to develop its Latin American 

clientele, as well as its broader international and Swiss client base. 

 

Felipe de Almeida e Silva, CEO of Sartus Capital added: «As a Swiss company 

with a global reach, we want to continue our development through more senior 

executive hires and strengthen our close partnership with all the active players in 

Geneva’s financial center». 



 

 

Biography 

Andrea Atrib graduated in Economics at PUC Sao Paulo and completed an MBA in 

Finance at IBMEC Sao Paulo. She has over 23 years of experience in financial 

markets, 10 years in Investment Banking and 13 years in Private Banking. Andrea 

has lived in Geneva for 11 years, where she has worked as a Senior Banker at UBS, 

Morgan Stanley and J.P. Morgan covering high and ultra-high net worth private 

clients. 
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About Sartus Capital 

Sartus Capital is a global investment office managing assets for private individuals, 

families, foundations and other institutions. Our experienced team of executives 

works in partnership with our clients to plan and deliver personalized financial goals. 

We are part of XP Investimentos Group, a global investment platform headquartered 

in Sao Paulo, with registered offices in New York and Miami. XP Group is partially 

owned by General Atlantic, one of the world’s largest private equity firms, and Sartus 

Capital's management team are also equity holders in XP Group. 

 

More information: www.sartuscapital.com 
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